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1922. Excerpt: ... CHAPTER VIII
WHEREIN A PICTURE INTERVENES
montagu Toyn! cried Furneaux, with
eloquent pantomime of surprise. But he
said his name was Luke Forster! I saw him
yesterday in a Club, and was credibly
informed his name was Toyn. Ah, in a
Club! Young men like you, with a fine
career before you, shouldnt visit such
disreputable places. Toyn, feeling that
Stuarts recognition had in some sense
rehabilitated his social rank, if nothing
more, began to bluster. He never imagined,
by the way, that Stuart had been concealed
in the library, but assumed he had appeared
from some other room, having entered the
flat unheard. Yes, thats right, he said. I
remember seeing Captain Stuart, though
we were not introduced. However, as this
present farce is played out, Ill be off. No.
Youre going into the library again--by
force, if necessary--Isnt he, cap? Yes. If
you say so. Toyn was not a coward, and he
had vital reasons for avoiding the
inquisition which he felt impending. You
have no right to detain me, he shouted. I
came here for a legitimate purpose, and it
is no concern of anybodys that I did not
choose to give my right name.... Ah, would
you? and he swung a vicious left-arm blow
at Furneaux, who had grabbed his right
shoulder. Stuart knocked his hand up, and
closed with him. Toyn, who had some
notion of the principles of jiu-jitsu, ducked
suddenly, and caught Stuarts left ankle,
meaning to throw him heavily. Stuart
stiffened his right leg, and lifted the left
one so promptly that Toyn lost his balance,
whereupon the detective took a more
decisive part in the struggle, and the three
bodies closely locked, swayed to and fro,
with much stamping of feet and heavy
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breathing. Stuarts difficulty, of course, was
that he could hardly strike his adversa...
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